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BETTER BOUNDS FOR PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN BANACH SPACES

STAVROS N. BUSENBERG, DAVID C. FISHER AND MARIO MARTELLI

ABSTRACT. Let / be Lipschitz with constant L in a Banach space and let

x(t) be a P-periodic solution of x'(t) = f(x(t)). We show that P > 6/L. An

example is given with P = 2n/L, so the bound is nearly strict. We also give a

short proof that P > 2ir/L in a Hubert space.

I. Introduction. Suppose / is Lipschitz with constant L in a Banach space

and x(t) is a P-periodic solution of x'(t) = f(x(t)). How small can LP be?

This question was first addressed when Lasota and Yorke [3] proved LP > 4.

Busenberg and Martelli [2] showed LP > 4^. We show that LP > 6.

The lowest known LP is 2ir, e.g. for nonzero solutions of u'(t) — v(t) and

v'(t) = -u(t). Also, in a Hubert space, LP > 2n (Lasota and Yorke [3], Yorke

[4]—A short proof is given in §111). So the Hubert space bound is strict, but the

Banach space bound may not be strict.

II. In Banach spaces, LP > 6.

LEMMA   1.   Let B be a Banach space and let y:R

P-periodic with ||y'(í)|| integrable. Then

B be continuous and

f    [   \\y(t)-y(s)\\dsdt<Ç f    [   \\y'(t)-y'(s)\\dadt.
Jo   Jo « Jo   Jo

PROOF.

A= f    [   \\y(t)-y(S)\\dsdt= f    f   \\y{a + t)-y(s)\\dadt
Jo   Jo Jo   Jo

p (P - t)t 11 y(s + t)- y(a)     y(s) -y(s + t-P)-ifJo   Jo

-ifJo   Jo

<-ffJo   Jo

p-t
dsdt

(P - t)t

P2

(P~t)t

P2

P(P-t)t    rP

Io\yÍS+í)-yÍa+tí-r))dr

IoP\\y'{9 + í)-yÍS+tí-r)

dsdt

=ÍW/rikK)-'H-')
dr ds dt

dsdrdt.
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Since the inner integral is over one period, it can be shifted by tr/P — r to yield

A<
P2

r-P     rP

j    {-^pT^dtl   j   \\y'(s + r)-y'(s)\\dsdr

= £/   /   \\y'(r)-y'(s)\\dsdr.

THEOREM l.   If f is Lipschitz with constant L in a Banach space and x(t) is a

nonconstant P-periodic solution of x'(t) = f(x(t)), then LP > 6.

PROOF.
r-P     rP

j    f   \\x(t)-x(s)\\dsdt<Ç f    f   \\x'(t)-x'(s)\\dsdt
Jo   Jo 8 Jo   Jo

p  rp rp JP f-p fp
= qJJ    \\f(x(t))-f(x(s))\\dsdt<—jo   J    \\x(t)-x(a)\\dsdt.

Solving for LP gives the result.

III. A short proof that LP > 2n in Hilbert spaces.

LEMMA 2 (a Hilbert space analog of Wirtinger's inequality). Let H be a Hilbert

space and let y: R —► H be continuous and P-periodic with fQ y(t) dt = 0 and

||y'(f)||2 integrable.  Then

P2
j    \\y(t)\\2dt<^Jo    \\y'(t)\\|2dÎ-4V   '

PROOF. Since the path of y(t) is compact, there is a countable orthonormal set

Ci,Ca,... with y(t) = J2ilx ai(t)ei. Each a¿(í) is P-periodic and J0 a¿(í) dt = 0, so

Wirtinger's inequality [1] gives f£ a¿(í)2 dt < (P2/4tt2) fP a'^t)2 dt. Then

fP\\y(t)\\2dt= f
Jo Jo

2Jo»(*)c<
1=1

l-p

r-P   CX3r
dt=        ra¡(í)!

•'o  írí

P2

dt
¿=i
rPf      ff p2     ¡~      /•Z' pï       /•/-   M"

i=l-/u t=l ,/ü -/u     ¿=1

lL f
~ 4tt2 /o

I*_

Ait2

r-P   °°

■di

X>î(*)e<
¿=i

dt = ̂ l ii^wh'*
THEOREM  2 [3, 4]. 7// is Lipschitz with constant L in a Hilbert space and x(t)

is a nonconstant P-periodic solution of x'(t) = f(x(t)), then LP > 2n.

PROOF.  Pick h with x{h) t¿ x(0).  Since x(t) is P-periodic, i(i + h) - x(t) is

P-periodic and /0 (x(i + /i) — z(t)) dt = 0. Then from Lemma 2

| \\x(t + h)-x(t)\\2dt<^J (!*'(*+ä)-*'(*)IIs

p2   /"p 72p2 rp
= T^y ii/Wí+fc))-/w*))ii2A<-¡^-y iix(í-f-fe)-x(í)n2dí.

Solving for LP gives the result.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. The bound in Theorem 1 is now known to be sharp.

We have constructed an example in a Banach space with LP = 6.

dt
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